Do you ever say something you've said a thousand and times and you're telling the truth but like you almost can't remember? (he stops.) [GO m.1]

AIDAN: Ok. Yeah. I mean - I feel like it doesn’t really make sense? Do you ever like... Do you ever say something and you feel like you lied somehow, but that was never - you didn’t lie, you just? Do you ever say something, and you’re telling the truth but like you almost can’t remember? (he stops.) [GO m.1]
Do you ever say something you've started to memorize, and you sort of space out halfway through? And you know that you didn't make it up. You know it's true because at some point you knew? Because sometimes I wonder if it ever really happened. I know it did. I know it.
24  

did.  But some-times I get scared that I ne-ver e-ven knew her.  I know I 

27  

did.  I know I did.  I know I did.  

30  

Do you e-ver say some thing you've sub-cons-cious-ly re hearded, and you 
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know it's true because everyone agrees? And it starts to feel more like a story

than truth, and halfway through, you just freeze? Because

some times I wonder if ever really happened. I know it did. I know it

did. But sometimes I get scared that I never even knew her. I know I
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did. I know I did. I know I did. But

some-times it hits_ like a speed-ing train_, and I can't tell_ what's sad

er:____ Some-times keel-ing o-ver like it__ just happ-ened, or

some times feel-ing like it did-n't e-ven mat-ter.
(On another part of the stage, we see the porch. Sage stands, shaken, holding the sweater. It’s soaking wet, and she rings water from it. Taylor enters.)

TAYLOR: Oh my god.

SAGE: (Hurt) Really? Really, Taylor? You left it out in the rain?

TAYLOR: Sage. I - (at a loss) I don’t know what to say. I am so, so sorry.

SAGE: You don’t have to apologize to me.

TAYLOR: No, I do. You shouldn’t have had to -

SAGE: Better I find it than Ms. Salvez.

TAYLOR: Oh my god. I really didn’t think -

SAGE: I know you didn’t. (Beat. Broken, spilling out) It’s just kind of hard to feel like I’m the only one of us who even cares anymore?


Taylor holds Sage.

[GO m. 60]
Rubato but together

SAGE: Sometimes I feel like it

AIDAN: Sometimes I feel like it

never even happened.

never even happened.
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